The Periodic Table: Facts or Committees?
I would like to o er two observations relative to the recent letter of Clark and White on the representation of the f-block elements in the periodic table that relate to some disturbing trends in the attitudes of the chemical community towards the nature and use of the periodic table -attitudes that are implicit, though perhaps not intentionally so, in their letter (1) .
First, I would note the increasing number of textbooks that use versions of the periodic table whose underlying premises are either ignored or directly contradicted by the text itself. us several years ago I called attention to the example of textbooks that used periodic tables in which the elements of the Zn group were explicitly (but incorrectly) labelled as transition elements, but treated (correctly) within the text as main-block elements (2) . More relevant to the issue at hand is the case of the wellknown text of Cotton 
Letters
Sharpe uses the 15LaAc representation in the periodic table on the front yleaf but the 14Ce interpretation within the text itself (4) .
Both the 14LaAc and the 14Ce representations treat the lanthanoids and actinoids as a fourth independent block of the periodic table and di er only in terms of where the resulting f-block begins and ends. In converting the footnoted 18-column form of the periodic table into a full 32-column table, the points of insertion for the 28 footnoted f-block elements are indicated by asterisks placed either on the lines separating the groups between which they are to be inserted or in thin gaps between those groups. In the case of the 15LaAc form, however, an entirely di erent interpretation is placed on these elements. e 30 elements are treated not as a separate independent electronic block but rather as degenerate members of group 3 of the d-block. e two boxes below Sc and Y are not vacant, as Clark and White state, but rather contain either the atomic numbers 57-71 and 89-103 or the symbols La-Lu and Ac-Lr, respectively, thus indicating that all 30 of the elements in the footnote belong in just those two boxes. Expanding such a table into a 32 column 
Chemical Education Today
Letters table would require one to stretch the boxes for Sc and Y so that they span all 15 of the inserted columns. is interpretation goes back to the 1920s and the original electronic interpretation of the so-called rare earth elements, as shown in the 8-column table in Figure 1 taken from Ephraim's textbook of 1929 (5), and was later reformatted in terms of an 18-column table and extended to the actinoids by Seaborg (6) . In the case of the lanthanoids it was based on the assumption that all of them had, as per Sc and Y, a common (n -1)d 1 ns 2 valence con guration and a maximum possible oxidation state of 3+, their only di erences being the presence of a variable, but chemically insigni cant, [noble gas](n -2)f x core. As shown in my original article, all of these assumptions are now known to be false (7). Many of these elements have (n -2)f x ns 2 valence con gurations and exhibit maximum oxidation states greater than 3+, thus making their assignment to group 3 of the d-block chemical nonsense. IUPAC or not, I can hardly believe that a modern inorganic chemist would advocate such an antiquated interpretation of these elements, unless, as noted above, they have lost all contact between the underlying premises of their periodic table and the facts of chemistry.
Second, I note the increasing incidence of teachers and textbook publishers demanding that IUPAC make decisions on certain ambiguous situations in the periodic table, such as the placement of hydrogen or the f-block, or that it o cially endorse just one form of the table-however ill advised or arbitrary the result-so that we can give our students an unambiguous blackand-white answer to memorize for exams (8) . We should be ashamed as both teachers and scientists. As teachers we should expose our students to the ambiguities and challenges of how one goes about interpreting scienti c data and to the creative role of alternative representations and not just attempt to reduce everything to oversimpli ed and largely incorrect tidbits for rote memorization. As scientists we should base our conclusions on a critical examination of the chemical and physical evidence and not on an appeal to authority or the arbitrary whims of committees and popularity polls. Above all, such demands should be tempered by the sobering recollection that IUPAC is the organization that brought us density in units of kg/m 3 , 4π 0 in the denominator of Coulomb's law, and the nger-count labels 1-18 in the periodic table. Literature Cited
